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Abstract |
In this paper we propose random
coding bounds as a tool to analyze concatenated
codes constructed from convolutional inner and
Reed{Solomon outer codes. Using theses bounds
we are able to construct hierarchically concatenated codes with nearly equal error protection.
These codes can provide a signi cantly higher
power eÆciency than a conventional design.

The interleaved RS{symbols are convolutionally encoded. The used convolutional code (CC) is build by the
generator polynomials g1 = 1718 and g2 = 1338 . This
code of rate Ri = 1=2 has a constraint length  = 7 and a
free distance df ree = 10. The output of g2 is inverted.

I. Introduction

II. The ESA Telemetry Channel Code

Figure 1: Blockdiagram of a Transmission scheme with
the ESA telemetry code.
Optimum decoding of the inner convolutional code is
done by BCJR{decoding [2] of a pseudo{code with virtually increased memory m. If m = q the optimum
soft{output for the RS{codesymbols of length q can be
calculated from the state probabilities obtained during
BCJR{decoding. The soft{values for the RS{codesymbols
then can be used in an error{and{erasure decoder for the
Reed{Solomon code. Using these component decoders iteratively already leads to power eÆciencies only at about
1.7 dB apart from the Shannon bound for error free transmission [6].
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Concatenated codes have long been used as a practical
means of combation noisy channel. With moderate complexity long block codes can be constructed, decoded and
high power eÆciencies can be achieved.
Up to now most attention is payed to extremely regular
codes, as they protect all information symbols equally.
Hence, codes are searched for, that have a high minimum
hamming distance between the codewords. But as the
suboptimal decoding of concatenated codes performed by
iteratively using decoders for the component codes, can
not realize the power eÆciency that could be achieved
if maximum likelihood decoding were applied, irregular
code structures can be an advantage. Work on irregular
Gallager codes (low density parity check codes) [5] and
irregular Turbo{Codes [3] has shown that power eÆciency
can be improved signi cantly.
In this paper we investigate irregular concatenations
of Reed{Solomon codes and convolutional codes. The irregularity is seen within a hierarchical model, in which
the protection of the important information bits and the
unimportant information bits is optimized in a way, that
the error rate of the unimportant bits does not dominate
the total block error rate, but is only slightly higher than
the error rate of the important information bits. This is
called near{EEP.
The reference code, the well known ESA standard code
for telemetry transmission [1], is investigated in section II.
In section III an irregular hierarchical version is introduced, analyzed by means of random coding error exponents and a code with signi cantly improved power eÆciency is constructed.
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The ESA standard code for telemetry transmission [1] uses
an interleaved concatenation of an outer Reed{Solomon
code with a convolutional inner code.
The Reed{Solomon code RS(N = 255,K = 223) over
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GF(28 ) consists of 223 information symbols with q = 8
bits each. The error correcting capability is 16 symbol
Eb =N0 [dB]
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errors due to the 32 redundancy symbols. Equivalently,
Figure 2: Performance of the ESA Telemetry Codes with
32 erasures can be corrected.
Interleaving is done by a symbol oriented block inter- soft{out BCJR{Decoding and Error and Erasure RS{
leaver over I = 8 RS{Codewords. Hence, a frame com- Decoding.
prises I  q  K = 8  8  223 = 14272 information bits.
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III. Hierarchical Redesign

For random coding on a channel with input alphabet

X , being distributed according to px(x), output alphabet
Y and the transition probabilities py (yjx) the Gallager

Simulation results (as presented e.g. in [4]) indicated
that a construction based on RS{codewords with di erent amounts of redundancy can achieve an even higher error exponent is calculated by:
power eÆciency. To investigate this, a code with alternating highly protected RS{codewords and RS{codeword
fE () Rg
with only a small amount of redundancy as depicted in E (R) = 0max
1 0
0 2
Fig. 3 is seen as a hierarchical channel code.
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Starting from the Gallager{function (see Eq. 1), which
is optimized to the signal to noise ratio of the channel
by the best choice of 0    1, the bit error probability Pb after Viterbi{decoding a convolutional code can be
bounded as follows [7]:
Pb
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Figure 3: Interleaving for a hierarchically concatenated
To achieve an upper bound on the word error probcoding scheme (RS{codewords vertically, upper part is re- ability P of the RS{codes the worst case of ideal bit{
W
dundancy, lower part information).
interleaving is assumed. This leads to:
Decoding then is performed in a hybrid iterative/multistage way. Firstly only for the highly protected
Ps = 1 (1 Pb )q
(5)
RS{codeword within a frame that are called \Level 0" are
N
X
decoded. The less protected RS{codewords on \Level 1"
N i
PW =
Ps )N i
(6)
i Ps (1
are decoded afterwards using the knowledge of Level 0
i
=t+1
as a{priori information. But, during the decoding of
Level 0 iterations between the inner convolutional code
The performance of iterative decoding generally is very
and the outer RS{code are performed. Iterative decod- diÆcult to estimate, but in the investigated coding scheme
ing of Level 1 is principally impossible within this coding a very obvious upper bound on the word error rate coinscheme, as we will show later.
cides with the results found in simulations. If the rst
Hence, there can occur two types of frame errors. Either decoding attempt or the rst iteration does not lead to
the Level 0 can not be decoded, which is the worst case, any correctly decoded RS{codeword, there is no extrinsic
as it also leads to a decoding failure of Level 1 with very information that can be passed back to the inner convohigh probability | here assumed with probability one | lutional code. Hence, the decoding can be stopped, as all
or Level 1 results in a decoding failure, even if Level 0 was further iterations will lead to exactly the same result as the
successfully decoded.
rst one. As the number of words on Level 0 is I=2 a block
In the following the probabilities of both sources of error failure occurs if decoding fails for all I=2 RS{codewords.
are estimated from random coding bounds, to easily be
able to construct a hierarchical scheme that does not have
a frame error rate dominated by failure of Level 1, but
PB  (PW )I=2
(7)
a nearly equal error protection of both levels. This is
possible if the probability of failure PW;L1 of Level 1 if
The bound of Eq. (7) is very sharp and hence, with
Level 0 has been decoded successfully is much less than the framework given above, the performance of the ESA
the probability of a failure while decoding Level 0 (PW;L0 ). telemetry code as well as the performance of Level 0 of a
The estimation of the block error rate of a concatena- hierarchically concatenated scheme can be estimated. The
tion of I interleaved RS{codewords RS(N,K) of GF(2q ) comparison between simulation and estimation is shown in
and a convolutional code with the parameters constraint Fig. 4 for the ESA telemetry code (RS(255,223)) and two
length  and rate Ri can be done quite accurate without other concatenated codes that are based on the same conknowledge on the used generator polynomials.
volutional inner code, but use the outer codes RS(255,197)

and RS(255,249). Even if the estimation shows a strong
o set of nearly 1 dB in Eb =N0 the relative position of the
waterfall regions of the concatenated coding schemes is
predicted very well. Furthermore the steepness of declension of the block error rate is estimated quite accurately.
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Figure 5: Trellis of a RS{symbol on Level 1 if Level 0 is
known.
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As the RS{codesymbols on Level 1 are protected by
independent inner codes, iterative decoding can not be
applied to the decoding of Level 1. Furthermore the symbol error events as well as the RS-codeword error events
on Level 1 are uncorrelated. Hence, the block error rate
PB;L1 on Level 1 can be calculated by:

I=2
PB;L1 = 1 (1 PW;L1 )
(10)
Figure 4: Comparison of Estimation and Simulation
of the concatenation of RS(255,197), RS(255,223) and
With the estimations given above the error rates of both
RS(255,249) with a inner convolutional code using sources can be calculated for every distribution of redunViterbi{decoding of the inner code.
dancy between the Levels. In Fig.6 this is done for a signal
The estimation of the probability of block errors caused to noise ratio Eb =N0 = 1:5dB xing the total code rate
by errors on Level 1 after a correct decoding of Level 0 R = (RL0 + RL1 )=2 = 0:875
can be estimated quite similar. But as the decoding of
10
the convolutional code can be performed for each RS{
codesymbol of Level 1 independently, if Level 0 is known,
10
iterative decoding on Level 1 can not achieve any gain and
hence can be neglected.
10
The knowledge of Level 0 within the convolutional code
10
leads to separated codes for every RS{codesymbol on
Level 1, if  1  q . Due to the fact, that an increased
10
constraint length only improves the power eÆciency of the
concatenated coding scheme, if the RS{code can correct
10
longer error bursts, the case  1 > q is of no practical
importance. As the q information bits preceding the RS{
10
codesymbol are known, the code starts in a prede ned
10
state. And as the q known subsequent information bits
P
P
can be seen as a termination, the code is blocked within
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two RS{codesymbols of Level 0 and one of Level 1. This
is depicted in Fig. 5.
Rate RL0 on Level 0 = 2  0:875 RL1
!
This short terminated convolutional code is a block
i q and length n =  1+q . It's error
code of rate R =  R1+
Figure 6: Plot of error rates for both levels for Eb =N0 =
q
Ri
rate that corresponds to a symbol error rate on Level 1 2:2dB .
can also be estimated using random coding bounds:
In the region, where the curve for PB;L1 is below the
curve for PB;L0 the overall block error rate is dominated by
Ps  2 nE0 (R)
(8) Level 0. Hence we call a code design that ful lls Eq. (11)
near{EEP. Even if it still can happen, that after a deAny word error of this short block code leads to a sym- coding success of Level 0 an block error occurs due to an
bol error of a RS{codeword on Level 1 This leads to an failure of Level 1, this case is not very likely to happen.
RS{codeword error rate on Level 1 of :
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The code design that can achieve the minimum mean
block error rate is if RL0 is chosen to be 0:77. Then
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channel code using the parameters of the ESA code for
telemetry transmission, we have shown that it is possible to nd codes that signi cantly outperform an EEP{
codedesign in the average error rate. Furthermore a design
guided by random coding bounds proved to be very practical, as the optimum rate distribution between the Levels
could be determined without any simulation.

